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Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee Report on the Scottish
Government draft Budget 2012-13 and Spending Review 2011

I welcomed the opportunity to discuss the Scottish Government's Draft Budget
2012-13 and the Spending Review 2011 with the Economy, Energy and
Tourism Committee on 2 November 2011.

Following on from the Committee's report on the budget, I now enclose at
Annex A the Scottish Government's response to the recommendations
contained in that report.



ANNEX A

SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO ECONOMY, ENERGY AND
TOURISM COMMITTEE REPORT ON SPENDING REVIEW 2011 AND
DRAFT BUDGET 2012-13

Efficiency savinas

Paragraph 25. There is far less emphasis on efficiency savings in this
year's draft budget than in recent years. In previous years, there has
been an explicit efficiency savings target (3% in 2011-12) with the
understanding that this was how some of the budget reductions were to
be achieved. This year, no overall efficiency target has been set and the
Scottish Government no longer plans to publish efficiency outturn
reports. This means it is harder to assess the expected impact of
budget reductions on service levels or quality.

• In Renewing Scotland's Public Services - our response to the Christie
Commission - we make it clear that tackling waste, duplication and
inefficiency is a top priority for all those in public service and we will
encourage the swifter adoption of proven strategies for improvement and the
rapid roll-out of reforms. Improving efficiency and effectiveness forms a key
element of our drive for public service reform.

• In the current economic situation, the emphasis needs to move from a
process focused, centrally managed efficiency programme to one which
allows public bodies themselves to demonstrate how, and to what extent, they
have used efficiencies to protect quality and level of services and maintained
outputs and outcomes in the face of budget cuts. Going forward, we expect
public bodies to continue to report publicly on their plans to operate as
efficiently and effectively as possible, the actions undertaken and the results
achieved.

• In addition, Section 32 of the Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 2010
requires each public body listed at Schedule 8 to publish a self-standing
statement of the steps it has taken in the previous financial year to improve
efficiency, effectiveness and economy in the exercise of its functions.

• Although we are not publishing a consolidated Outtum Report, we
recognise the need for consistency in the recording and reporting of
efficiencies and have therefore produced guidance and a standard template to
enable public bodies to publish their efficiencies at the year-end.
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General levels of support for business and the role of SMEs

36. The Committee urges the Scottish Government to come forward at
the earliest opportunity with the detail of how its proposed Enterprise
Areas will work.

• On 17 January 2012, the Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Employment and
Sustainable Growth announced the locations where, subject to detailed
engagement with the relevant local authorities on aspects of implementation,
the Scottish Government intend to take forward as Enterprise Areas.

• Scotland will establish four Enterprise Areas which are focused on our
growth sectors. It is intended to include 14 strategic sites across 10 local
authority areas. The proposed sites are strategic locations with clear
realisable opportunities where Enterprise Area status can help stimulate or
bring forward private investment within the short to medium term, therefore
boosting the economic recovery and creating new job opportunities.

• The Scottish Parliament was informed of the announcement through an
Inspired PQ (S4W-OS033) while the Cabinet Secretary for Finance,
Employment and Sustainable Growth also wrote to the Convener of the
Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee in advance of the public
announcement to inform Murdo Fraser MSP of the decision.

The value of the Small Business Bonus Scheme

39. The Committee recommends that the Scottish Government
undertake an evaluation of the Small Business Bonus Scheme's overall
economic benefit in order to shape future thinking and decision-making.

• Official statistics published on 27 October 2011 show the number of
recipients of the Small Business Bonus Scheme (SBBS) is 8S, 199 in the
current year. While it is difficult to estimate precise numbers, the Scottish
Government estimates that the SBBS has sustained many thousands of jobs
in small and medium sized enterprises across Scotland.

• As the committee notes, the Scottish Government has committed to
maintain the SBBS for the lifetime of this parliament and it has received
widespread support from business organisations.

43. The Committee believes that it would be helpful to have additional
detail on how the scheme would operate, and what its impact would be,
so that the representations made to the Cabinet Secretary can be fully
addressed.

• The proposed scheme currently being consulted on as part of the draft
Budget will retain full relief for industrial and listed properties (unlike in
England where the relief ends after six months) and will offer 10% standard
(commercial) relief after the initial current 100% three month period (rather
than 0% in England).
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• The £18 million saving in 2013-14 onwards represents reduction of under
12% on the annual cost of empty property relief and reform will take effect
from 1April 2013.

Pay policy

47 - 49. The Committee would like to see further discussions and
consultations in order to take the staff and unions with them if the
Scottish Government chooses to extend a pay freeze beyond this
period. The minority of the Committee calls on the Scottish Government
to hold further discussions with staff and unions to apprise them of the
timescale for the ending of the pay freeze. The Committee further
recommends that the Scottish Government acts to address the bonus
culture which still exists within some parts of the senior civil service
and in some Government agencies.

• The Scottish Government's publicly stated aim is that 2012-13 will be the
last year of a pay freeze and we may be able to see modest increases in the
years that follow [Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Employment and
Sustainable Growth, Budget statement, 21 September 2011].

• The current pay freeze will apply to all pay settlement dates up to 31
March 2013. In line with the timescales of recent years, I would hope to be
able to announce our public sector pay policy for 2013-14 in the autumn this
year. Decisions on future pay policy will be underpinned by the spending
review outcomes and, as in previous years, will take into account the views of
key stakeholders.

• This Government remains wholly committed to continuing the
implementation of a fair pay policy that protects jobs, services and supports
the lower paid, while restraining pay for high earning public employees. As
part of this approach, we have addressed proactively the pay of high earners
in the public sector through a number of measures and it is an explicit
expectation of the pay policy that any bonus arrangement in a chief
executive's contract will be removed when an appropriate opportunity arises.
It is now the case that nearly a half of all chief executives of NDPBs/public
corporations do not have a bonus arrangement.

• My officials are currently giving consideration to the work that will be
required over the coming months to support ministers in our consideration of
next steps on all aspects of public sector pay beyond the period covered by
the existing pay policy.

The transfer of resource budaet to capital

69. The Committee would have welcomed greater clarity in this year's
Budget announcement to allow for more effective scrutiny of the
Scottish Government's plans for the Spending Review period.
Furthermore, there is a lack of clarity as to how firm the plans to transfer
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resource to capital are at this stage. As resource to capital decisions
would be taken on an annual basis it leaves it unclear whether the
£750m resource to capital transfer represents a firm commitment at this
stage, or a policy aspiration.

• This represents a clear and transparent identification of resources that the
Scottish Government has earmarked to transfer in support of the capital
programme. Further information was provided as part of the Spending
Review.

• The breakdown of the estimated future switches from resource DEL to
capital DEL that underpins the figures outlined below. This information was
compiled at the time of the Spending Review and may be subject to
adjustment over time to reflect more detailed portfolio spending plans.

• Flexibility exists to use resource DEL to fund capital investment. For
example, as indicated on page 93 of the Spending Review document, Scottish
Enterprise and Highlands and Islands Enterprise have the flexibility to use
resource budget to support capital programmes in pursuit of the objectives
agreed for those bodies.

120
103
47
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CDEL

Capital spending
financed from NPD

Resource to Capital -
estimated switches '
Health
Enterprise agencies
Scottish Futures Funds

Total capital
investment

206.4

3,165 3,364

72. The Committee recommends that the Scottish Government make a
detailed analysis of the capital projects which could, potentially, be ,
funded by a transfer from resource spending and the costs and benefits
- including the social and environmental benefits - of each project.

• The Scottish Government will consider all of the levers at its disposal
including transfer from resource in order to augment capital spending.
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73. The Committee would wish to see on a regular basis a written report
showing the planned transfer of revenue to capital so that the
Committee might make assessment of the impact of what is planned.

• The Scottish Government currently reports to the Public Audit Committee
on significant capital projects on a six monthly basis.

70, 115 & 116. It is also unclear to what extent this shift of resources
represents any change on established policy. As discussed in a later
section of this report, the Enterprise Agencies have for many years
funded a large part of their capital spend from their revenue budgets.
The evidence we have taken and the follow-up data provided to us from
the enterprise agencies reveals that the practice of transferring revenue
budget into capital is a matter of routine and has been carried out in
recent years without special mention. While the Committee accepts that
the transfer of resource budget to capital is just one of a range of
measures designed to boost capital spending in Scotland, the evidence
would suggest that capital expenditure over the Spending Review period
will be approached in the same way as in previous years.

• The Scottish Government has consistently stressed the importance to the
Scottish economy of sustained capital investment. We are using all the levers
at our disposal to ensure continued investment despite the cuts in our capital
budget imposed by Westminster.

• The enterprise bodies have flexibility to switch budgets from resource to
capital. As in previous years, we expect that the amount they will spend on
capital projects will be significantly higher than the limited - and reducing -
amounts of capital that we have been able to include in their budget
allocations.

• As the enterprise bodies' capital DEL allocations reduce over the
Spending Review period so we would expect to see further increases in the
amount of revenue switched to capital to compensate.

• This is simply one of a range of mechanisms being used to help protect
capital expenditure in the face of severe cuts from Westminster.

• The funds being switched from revenue to capital by SE and HIE will be
spent on capital projects like expansion at the Fife Energy Park, development
of the International Technology and Renewable Energy Zone in Glasgow,
development of the Dundee Waterfront, construction of the Inverness
Campus, development of Scrabster Harbour, and projects being funded
through the f70m National Renewables Infrastructure Fund.

Non domestic rates

80. The committee welcomes the Government's decision to ensure that
the NDR poundage does not rise above that in England. However, it is
concerned that deterioration in the economic situation may mean that
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projected increases in NDR income will not be realised leading to
increased requirements for other forms of revenue raising, or for the
Scottish Government to increase support to Local Authorities.

• On 8December 2011, the Scottish Government confirmed its intention to
set a 2012-13 poundage rate of 45p, which is the same rate as will apply in
England and lower than the rate for Wales (45.2p).

• The link between buoyancy in NDRI and economic growth is not as
sensitive in the short run to changes in the macroeconomy than other taxes,
as premises are typically fixed costs of production and businesses maintain
these even when output (production) is scaled back within the premises.
Other factors related to property costs and planning regulations are equally
important in the short run when determining buoyancy figures.

• Buoyancy estimates are based on past buoyancy trends and an
assessment of current and anticipated future economic conditions. Outturn
figures show that even at the height of the recession in 2008-09 there was still
growth in the underlying tax base of 0.91 % and this had risen to 1.73% in
2010-11.

• This supports the Scottish Government's position that it has taken a
prudent and cautious approach to future forecasts which will be subject to
regular monitoring as part of the Budget process to check that the forecasts
remain on track.

91. The Committee calls on the Scottish Government to monitor the
impact of the levy on sales of the targeted products, and to report back
to Parliament within 18 months on the effectiveness of the measures in
terms of (a) public health (b) revenue generation and (c) employment in
the retail sector.

• The public health supplement is not intended to force retailers to cease
sale of alcohol or tobacco, but is to establish a new funding stream to support
the preventative spend measures outlined in the draft budget.

Budaet Proposals for the Enterprise Aaencies

124 & 125. The Committee notes the written and oral evidence on the
methodologies used by the enterprise agencies to evaluate impact and
inform future investment decisions. While the Committee notes the
differences in the remits of the enterprise agencies, it would like to see
greater consistency in the way this work is approached.

• Economic impact studies form a key part of the evidence base which helps
to inform decisions on how to make the most effective use of available
resources and the Committee's recommendations are noted.

• Research and analytical services is one of the seven areas being looked
at as part of the 'Strategic Forum Partners' Efficiency Programme'. Officials
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have asked the partners to consider the Committee's conclusions in taking
that work forward.

131 & 132. The Committee is disapp.ointed at the level of detail provided
by Scottish Enterprise, Scottish Development International and
Highlands and Islands Enterprise in their responses to the Committee's
call for evidence. This seems to be a retrograde step compared to the
progress made in previous years. The Committee recommend that the
agencies provide more detail on specific spending programmes and
priorities for investment and set out the anticipated balance between
revenue and capital expenditure.

• I am sure that the enterprise bodies will have noted the Committee's
concerns.

Tourism and VisitScotland

140 & 141. The Committee notes the Cabinet Secretary for Finance,
Employment and Sustainable Growth's continued commitment to the
2005 target contained in Scottish Tourism: The Next Decade, to increase
tourism revenue by 50% by 2015. Nevertheless, the Committee seeks
clarification on the status of the target, what interim targets are in place
and what strategy will be implemented given the clear indication given
by VisitScotland's Chief Executive that the target is unachievable and
, that it would be naiVe to think otherwise.

• The Scottish Government is committed to tourism and is determined to
draw new visitors to Scotland.

• We remain ambitious for Scottish tourism and we continue to work towards
the target outlined in the Tourism Framework for Change strategy. The
strategy published in 2006 said: "current estimates suggest that gross tourism
revenues could increase by 50% by 2015".

• This ambition was based on world-wide projections of tourism
performance but since then we have experienced the worst global recession
of modem times. This has presented challenges for the tourism industry
around the world but this Government and its partners, including VisitScotland
and the enterprise agencies, are committed to accelerating growth in this key
industry.

• The latest figures show Scotland has seen an eight per cent increase in
domestic visitors in the first nine months of 2011, compared to the same
period in 2010, and an 11per cent increase in expenditure. This is testimony
to the great resilience shown by the industry in these difficult economic
circumstances.

• We are also determined to capitalise on the enormous opportunity we
have to grow tourism in Scotland over the coming years, from the Year of
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Creative Scotland in 2012 through to the Ryder Cup, the Commonwealth
Games and our next Homecoming Year in 2014.

Enerav

155. The Committee would encourage the use of prudential borrowing
by local authorities in order to fund investment in their estates to adopt
small-scale generation. This would have the benefit of providing income
and stimulating demand for such technologies, with a view to producing
economies of scale.

• Our 2020 Routemap for Renewable Energy in Scotland includes a target
for 500 MW of renewable energy capacity to be in local and community
ownership by 2020, and so we would vel}' much encourage local authorities
to consider ways to develop their own energy projects - and to consider wider
community benefits.

• The Scottish Futures Trust is working with local authorities on templates
for development.

• We are currently considering a range of options to ensure the most
effective deployment of the fossil fuel levy surplus, including ways of
supporting such local energy generation, along with community benefits.

176. The Committee regrets the complexity inherent in having a number
of different budget lines in different ministerial portfolios and also
across two different governments and also the mix of public and private
sector funds. All of these reportedly contribute to tackling fuel poverty.
Therefore, it is necessary to analyse those budget lines to determine
what proportion will be directed at fuel poverty and the overall impact on
energy consumption and C02 emissions. Given the importance of this
issue, it would be helpful if future budgets had global figures for fuel
poverty and energy efficiency as a feature, with clear information on the
scale and source of the funds.

• Our ambitious and achievable target is to generate the equivalent of 100
per cent of Scotland's electricity needs from renewables by 2020, as well as
electricity from other energy technologies such as the recently consented gas
power station at Cockenzie.

• A verage bills have risen by up to £190 largely due to volatile wholesale
fuel prices, while renewables incentives currently add only around £15-20 to
annual household utility bills in Scotland, a tiny sum in comparison to recent
price hikes - precisely the reason we need to invest in our own secure energy
supply. Ofgem's Project Discovel}' report has shown that we will face greater
price rises and volatility if we continue to rely more on fossil fuels than low
carbon sources. It is a matter of fact that using more renewables and clean
fossil fuels will cut Scotland's carbon emissions.
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FuelPovertv

178 & 179. The Committee notes that the figure of £65 million for
tackling fuel poverty allocated in the.2012-13 Draft Budget, even if
combined with the Warm Homes Fund and a portion of the domestic
energy efficiency spending allocation still falls some way short of half of
what Energy Action Scotland estimate is the financial requirement to
eradicate fuel poverty, i.e. at least £200 million per annum. The
Committee recognises that spiralling energy costs and cuts to welfare
spending will have a detrimental impact on fuel poverty in Scotland.
Taking all of this into consideration, the Committee recommends that
the Scottish Government reconsiders its contribution to combating fuel
poverty with the aim of reaching, along with energy companies through
the CERT and ECO schemes, a combined budget of at least £200 million
per annum for fuel poverty measures - the level recommended by
Energy Action Scotland as necessary to meet the 2016 fuel poverty
target in Scotland. Further, the Committee calls on the Scottish
Government to maintain pressure on the UK Government to act on
rising energy costs.

• The Scottish Government Infrastructure Investment Plan sets out that
through to 2030 the Scottish Government will deliver a step change in the
provision of energy efficient homes through new-build programmes and the
retrofitting of existing homes.

o Scottish Government will spend around £1/4bn on fuel poverty and
energy efficiency over the Spending Review period and has also
boosted this year's fuel poverty budget by an additional £6.9m bringing
total spend to almost £55m.

o The Spending Review increased funding for fuel poverty and energy
efficiency programmes to £65m per year in 2012-13 and 2013-14,
rising to £66.25m in 2014-15 - a 35% increase on the £48m initially
provided in 2011-12; ,

o In addition, £18m will be spent next year on energy efficiency advice
and the Warm Homes Fund will receive £30m of funding over the
spending review period (and £50m in total over the course of this
Parliament).

• Scottish Government programmes such as the Universal Home Insulation
Scheme have helped to increase delivery in Scotland from regulated
obligations on energy companies under the CERT and CESP schemes. We
will seek to maximise the leverage of monies from CERT and CESP in their
last year, and are working closely with DECC to ensure that successor
schemes continue to deliver appropriate levels of support for Scotland.
According to UK Government estimates, the new Energy Company Obligation
could deliver investment in Scotland of around £130m per annum, based on a
pro-rata share of spending across Great Britain.
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• The Scottish Fuel Poverty Forum will consider proposals for delivery
Scottish Government programmes in future in its Review of Fuel Poverty
Strategy.

• The Cabinet Secretary for Infrastructure and Capital Investment and the
Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Employment and Sustainable Growth hosted a
summit on 15November 2011 to discuss the impact of energy prices on
consumers and what more can be done to mitigate those impacts. The event
was attended by the big six energy companies; the Scottish Fuel Poverty
Forum; Consumer Focus Scotland; Citizens Advice Scotland; and Ofgem.

• The outcomes included: a pledge by Scotland's six leading energy
providers to help vulnerable customers transfer to their most efficient tariff;
agreement that Consumer Focus Scotland will facilitate discussions between
energy companies, COSLA, SOLACE and voluntary organisations on how to
reach the most vulnerable customers; and that the Fuel Poverty Forum will
look at the how local authorities fuel poverty initiatives interact with Scottish
Government's schemes in its review of fuel poverty strategy.

• A follow up event on 6 March 2012 will review progress and consider what
more can be done. In the meantime, bilateral meetings are taking place
between the Scottish Government, energy companies and consumer
interests. Consumer Focus Scotland will also facilitate a roundtable event
involving energy companies, local authorities and others to consider how to
better reach vulnerable customers.

Education and Skills

184. The Committee welcomes the support for the HE sector but notes
the cuts to the FE sector. Given the importance of ensuring skills are in
place to fill the jobs that will come with the recovery, the Committee
welcomes the investment made by the Scottish Government in Modern
Apprenticeships and the opportunities for All scheme for 16 to 19-year-
olds .

• We will deliver our manifesto commitments on education, including greater
priority for early years and early intervention, improving life chances and
attainment, implementing Curriculum for Excellence, maintaining free access
to higher education, and ensuring a place in learning or training for every 16
to 19 year old .

• We announced on 1December 2011 that a further £30m will be invested
in helping Scotland's young people into training, work or education as part of
Opportunities for All. We are working with local authorities, the third sector,
colleges and private sector employers to identify how this funding can be best
used to support our young people.
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The third and voluntary sector and Social Enterprises

190. The Committee is disappointed that the Cabinet Secretary for
Finance, Employment and Sustainable Growth was unable to provide a
breakdown of expenditure planned in the Third and Voluntary sector and
therefore calls on the Scottish Government to make these figures
available as soon as possible.

• We expect to announce our level 4 allocations in the very near future.

193. The Committee regrets the decline in funding for the third sector,
though it recognises the serious budgetary constraints in which the
Scottish Government is operating. It welcomes the willingness of these
organisations to operate as normal, commercial businesses and
welcomes the tailored support offered through this Draft Budget to
support them in achieving this self-sufficiency.

• In 2011-12 there was a provision for £3 million of the budget as a one-off
final extension to the Scottish Investment Fund. Without this final instalment,
the third sector budget has actually increased. We are ensuring that our
programme of support for the sector is focused on building stronger third
sector organisations and also enables the sector to playa full role in public
service reform. On 24 January 2012, the Scottish Government launched the
Developing Markets for Third Sector Supplies programme that will work with
the public sector to raise awareness of the third sector and increase the
involvement of the third sector in the design and delivery of public services.
This complements our programme of direct support to the sector through the
Just Enterprise programme of business support and local support provided
through the network of Third Sector Interfaces. The three Change Funds, in
the fields of early years, elderly care and reducing reoffending also place the
third sector at the centre of the reform of three key areas of public service
provision over the next three years.

Efficiency savinas

212. The Committee welcomes the rapid establishment of the Strategic
Forum Partners Efficiency Programme and looks forward to receiving
updates on progress with achieving the efficiency savings. Given the
prominence this issue has in the Draft Budget, it is important that
further detail is provided to the Committee by the end of December 2011,
the time period which was indicated to us for the preparatory work on
how these savings will be achieved.

• The draft budget for 2012-13 seeks to maintain the enterprise bodies'
operational spending at current levels as far as possible while seeking further
savings from increased efficiencies.

• The Strategic Forum partners have been challenged by ministers to work
together, and with other public bodies, to need to achieve savings of £20
million/£25 million/£40 million over the Spending Review Period.
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• We are looking to move towards greater alignment, collaboration and
shared services with an emphasis on working across organisational
boundaries to collectively reduce costs-and drive out inefficiencies.

• We will use the account management expertise within SE and HIE and the
marketing expertise within VisitScotland to help maximise income and reduce
costs within other public bodies, starting a process that we expect will
continue across the public sector.

• VisitScotland is, for example, already working with National Museums of
Scotland, Forestry Commission and SNH on marketing initiatives to generate
efficiencies and a bigger return on investment.

• Further detail on how the savings are to be achieved will be provided to
the Committee as soon as it is available.
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